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ABSTRACT

The mutual interaction among multiple fish during schooling has significant implication on motion pattern control and hydrodynamic
optimization. However, the collective motion of multiple objects in a flow field forms a vast parameter space, causing difficulty in
comprehensively analyzing and considering each parameter. To address this issue, the problem is simplified to a foil pair oscillating in a side-
by-side configuration in a two-dimensional flow. Moreover, the Gaussian process regression predictive algorithm is combined with the fast
and robust boundary data immersion method CFD algorithm to form a iteration loop for value prediction of the large parameter space.
Through a relatively small number of simulations (around 1000 data points), we obtained predictions for the entire four-dimensional param-
eter space that consists of more than 160 000 parameter sets, greatly improving the computational efficiency. After obtaining the predicted
space, we analyzed the interactions between different parameters and specially described the mechanism that gives rise to the unique effect of
phase difference on the efficiency of the overall system and individual foils.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0172279

I. INTRODUCTION

Schooling is a common phenomenon in fish creatures.1–3 In addi-
tion to social advantages, such as scaring away predators or improving
cruising accuracy,4–7 cluster swimming is also considered to effectively
reduce energy consumption or rather improve efficiency compared
with swimming alone.8–10 A better understanding of fish schooling can
not only reveal the laws of nature but also provide inspiration for the
formation design and motion control of bionic propulsion devices and
various underwater vehicles.

Much effort has been made to study the fish cluster swimming,
and many research works have been carried out through biological
observations, model experiments, and numerical simulations. Breder11

observed that the side-by-side spacing of fishes in a school is usually a
little over twice the distance from the side of a fish to the outer edge of
the trail of vortices, and the maintenance of the integrity of vortices is
important to swimming efficiency. The diamond pattern is analyzed

by Weihs,1 in which water velocity relative to the vortices is induced
by the vortex trail and utilized by the followers. In contrast, eels tend
to swim in a synchronized fashion parallel to each other.12 Similarly,
when Hemigrammus bleheri, a popular aquarium fish, are forced to
swim fast, the most frequent configuration is the phalanx formation
with all individuals swimming side by side.13 The study also discovers
that displacement structures tend to have a closer side-by-side configu-
ration at higher speeds through statistical observation.

Although the observation of real fish can reflect the swimming
characteristics of the fish school, the formation is difficult to maintain
and analyze quantitatively. To overcome the disadvantages, model
experiments have been carried out correspondingly. In general, these
works can be categorized into two cases. One case is implemented by
robotic fish,14–16 and the more adopted case is performed by character-
ized bionic hydrofoils for the sake of simplicity.17–21 For instance,
Godoy-Diana et al.18 simulated side-by-side swimming fish by using
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two rotating two-dimensional flexible plates to explore the effect of
phase on the overall efficiency in parallel swimming. Dewey et al.21

analyzed the flow field excited by the parallel flapping wake through
the PIVmethod and quantified the different modes.

However, model experiments cannot completely simulate or
reproduce the swimming process of real fish. They are also time-
consuming and costly for different working conditions. With the fast
development of powerful computing resources and efficient numerical
algorithms, more and more studies are based on CFD approaches,
both commercial software and open-source or in-house codes.22–34

For instance, the swimming performance and vorticity structures of a
mother-calf pair of fish in a two-dimensional flow field are studied by
Tian et al.,22 and it is found that the fish gain benefits by enhancing a
reverse Karman street or diminishing a Karman street. The self-
propelled locomotion of two, three, and four fish is studied by Dai
et al.,25 which suggests that passive hydrodynamic interactions can sig-
nificantly mitigate the control challenges in schooling. Flow over trav-
eling wavy foils in a side-by-side arrangement has been investigated by
Dong and Lu26 for in-phase and anti-phase traveling wavy move-
ments. It is shown that lateral interference saves the swimming power
in the in-phase case and enhances the forces in the anti-phase case.
Considering that the evolution of the wake vortex in the actual flow
field differs significantly from the two-dimensional case, Dong et al.29

performed a three-dimensional hydrodynamic simulation of the paral-
lel flexible flat plates. Liu et al.31 then simultaneously integrated side-
by-side and intermittent swimming to explore the comprehensive
hydrodynamic effects on the fish group motion.

In spite of fruitful achievements mentioned above, the need
remains for a comprehensive analysis method of multiple parameters
that emerges in fish schooling studies. The number, size, formation,
and movement mode of individuals in the fish school makes the analy-
sis of cluster swimming a complicated problem with enormous param-
eters. In fact, even in the most simplified cases of aggregate motion,
such as the two-fish/foil swimming study, multiple key parameters still
form a substantial high-dimensional parameter space for experiment
exploring. As brute force search of the whole space requires unaccept-
able computational consumption, the algorithm capable of high-speed
hydrodynamic simulation is needed, along with the algorithm capable
of predicting the output for high-dimensional parametric data space
with the dataset obtained from limited experiments. In this study, the
boundary data immersion method (BDIM) is used as the simulation
platform, and Gaussian process regression (GPR) is conducted to pre-
dict and analyze the characterized parameter set and further explore
the flow fields.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The methods and
numerical models are presented and explained in Sec. II. The model
result, the generated prediction space, and the characteristic flow fields
are numerically evaluated and illustrated in Sec. III. Finally, concluding
remarks are addressed in Sec. IV.

II. PHYSICAL MODEL AND NUMERICAL METHOD
A. Model description

This study is motivated to optimize the high-dimensional param-
eter space for a side-by-side foil pair. As shown in Fig. 1, two standard
NACA0012 foils are fixed in a uniform two-dimensional flow field,
and the bodies oscillate in a sinusoidal pattern around the mass cen-
ters. The two mass centers are in the same position in the x-direction,

while the distance in the y-direction is an important parameter for the
performance analysis.

The oscillating motions of the foils are characterized by four
parameters. The general motion of the foils is defined by the swing
amplitude of the foil hM and the Strouhal number St describing the fre-
quency of the motion, which is defined as

St ¼ xL
2pU1

;

where x is the frequency of the flapping motion, L is the chord
length, and U1 is the inflow velocity from the left side. In this study,
we select the foil chord as the characteristic length, for the distance
swept by the foil tail is directly related to hM. For simplicity, the oscil-
lating amplitude and frequency of two foils are set to be equal. Apart
from these two parameters, we also define u and d̂ , representing the
phase difference and the distance of the mass centers in the y-
direction between the two foils. In our study, the Reynolds number,
defined as

Re ¼ qU1L
l

;

FIG. 1. (a) Definition sketch. To achieve esthetic appeal, we have adjusted the
scale of the spatial relationships within the image accordingly. (b) and (c) Two simu-
lation frames captured during the iteration process, presenting the actual scale of
the simulation.
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is set to 10000, where q and l represent the density and the dynamic
viscosity coefficient of the fluid. The motions of the foil pair are
numerically described as

h1ðtÞ ¼ hM sin ðxtÞ
h2ðtÞ ¼ hM sin ðxt þ uÞ;

(
(1)

where x is related to the Strouhal number St defined above.
Three essential non-dimensional coefficients are calculated to

describe the general and individual propulsion effect of the foil pair in
the steady state, including the thrust coefficient CT, the power con-
sumption coefficient CP, and the propulsion efficiency g. The thrust
coefficient CT is defined as

CT ¼
�Fx

1=2qU21L

�Fx ¼ 1
s

ðs
0
FxðtÞdt;

8>>><
>>>:

(2)

where �Fx stands for the mean force in the x-direction and s for the
accumulated time with a stable flow field in the simulation. Similarly,
the power consumption coefficient CP is defined as

CP ¼
�P

1=2qU31L

�P ¼ 1
s

ðs
0
MhðtÞ dhdt dt;

8>>><
>>>:

(3)

where �P stands for time-averaged power consumption and MhðtÞ for
the pitching torque. Since the mass centers of the foil pair are fixed in
this study, the power consumption only consists of foil rotation.
Finally, we have

g ¼ CT

CP
(4)

and define g as the overall propulsion efficiency. A fish-like propulsor’s
performance is mainly defined by thrust and efficiency, so CT and g of
the foil-pair and each foil are chosen as the simulation outputs.

Inheriting the above-mentioned definition, a four-dimensional
parameter space composed of hM, u, St, and d̂ is formed for the analy-
sis of the foil pair. The brute force search approach takes up consider-
able computational resources, increasing exponentially with the
number of parameters. The method capable of conducting prediction
in the overall parameter space by a smaller training set is needed.
Therefore, a combined solution (BDIM þ GPR) is proposed in this
study. On the one hand, we apply a fast and highly robust BDIM for
fast simulations. On the other hand, the GPR algorithm to predict the
entire space is applied based on the existing simulation dataset, and
the parameters for computation in the next iteration are obtained. We
continuously expand the dataset and update the prediction until the
relative error converges to the ideal situation. In the simulations, varia-
tion intervals for the four parameters are set as follows: hM 2 ½3�; 30��,
u 2 ½0�; 180��, St 2 ½0:3; 1:2�, and d̂ 2 ½0:8; 1:5�.

B. Boundary data immersion method

The boundary data immersion method (BDIM)35–37 is a novel
treatment of general boundary conditions in fluid–solid coupled

problems, combined with the advantages of robustness and accuracy.
The BDIM establishes analytical meta-equations by superimposing the
original multi-domain problem in a single domain with an immersed
smooth interface. As the traditional compliant boundary method
strictly separates the solid domain from the fluid domain, the mesh in
the fluid domain is irregular and needs updating in each time step,
which creates a substantial computational demand and makes it chal-
lenging to construct meshes at sharp points and objects with deforma-
tions. On the other hand, the classical immersed boundary method
ensures a flat mesh, while the fluid motion is corrected at multi-phase
boundaries (e.g., rigid body surfaces) using a field distribution in the
form of bulk forces, which gives up the influence of higher-order terms
in hydrodynamics and therefore loses accuracy.

Compared with the two existing mainstream approaches men-
tioned above, the BDIM blurs the boundaries of the different domains,
combining the rigid body domain B, fluid domain F, and boundary
layer S into the whole domain X. By implementing a finite smoothing
width kernel on the boundary, the method enforces the boundary con-
ditions of the solid object onto the fluid domain to ensure that the no-
slip condition at the object’s surface is satisfied. When employing this
method for temporal iteration and solving the velocity and pressure
matrices at the new time step, the equations utilized are as follows:

~r � 1� dBe
q0

~rp0e

 !
¼ ~r � ~r0e þ

~u0
e

Dt

� �
; (5)

~u 0
e �~u0

e

Dt
¼~r0e �

1� dBe
q0

~rp0e ; (6)

where the continuity function is fulfilled, and the first-order estimate
of the new velocity and pressure field is calculated. More details can be
referred to the full description in Weymouth and Yue.36 The method
also utilizes a special remapping technique to transfer the displacement
information of the object’s surface to the surrounding fluid domain,
thereby updating the boundary conditions during object motion.37

Based on the above-mentioned method, Weymouth completed a
program implementation of BDIM based on the Java language with
the processing visualization platform. Since practically all meaningful
computational intervals are within the boundary domain, the algo-
rithm is very suitable for a single computational kernel in hydrody-
namics, while the calculation retains high-order accuracy. More
importantly, the BDIM algorithm is particularly ideal for objects in
motion deformation due to the concise delineation of regions. It is
worth noting that BDIM objectively overlaps different domains, which
causes a part of the boundary structure distortion and a loss in shape
accuracy, yet the method is still suitable for the modeling in this study.
The validation of the algorithm and the mesh convergence tests are
conducted as shown in Appendix A.

C. Gaussian process regression

The Gaussian process regression (GPR), a recently developed
machine learning regression method with a rigorous statistical learning
theoretical foundation, is well adapted to complex problems with high
dimensionality, small samples, and nonlinearities with a strong gener-
alization capability. Compared with neural networks and support vec-
tor machines, the GPR has the advantages of easy implementation,
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adaptive acquisition of hyperparameters, flexible nonparametric infer-
ence, and probabilistic significance of output.

The GPR algorithm includes two steps. First, in the prediction
process, from the function space perspective, a Gaussian process
describes the function distribution, and Bayesian inference is per-
formed directly in the function space. The Gaussian process is the set
of any finite random variables with a joint Gaussian distribution,
whose properties are determined by the mean and covariance func-
tions. The primary equations for the joint prior distribution of obser-
vations y and predictions f� are as follows:

y
f�

� �
� N 0;

KðX;XÞ þ r2nIn KðX; x�Þ
Kðx�;XÞ kðx�; x�Þ

� �� �� �
; (7)

where K and k represent different covariance matrices between test
point or training set. Second, in the training process, the algorithm
chooses different covariance functions, such as squared exponential
covariance. The negative log-likelihood function of the conditional
probability of the training sample LðhÞ ¼ �log pðyjX; hÞ is estab-
lished, along with the bias against the hyperparameters h. Then, the
optimization methods are used to minimize the partial derivatives to
obtain the optimal solution of the hyperparameter, by minimizing the
LðhÞ with the equation as follows:

@LðhÞ
@hi

¼ 1
2
tr aaT � C�1ð Þ @C

@hi

� �
; (8)

with C ¼ Kn þ r2nIn and a ¼ ðKn þ r2nInÞ�1y ¼ C�1y. After obtain-
ing the optimal hyperparameters, the predicted values and their

variances corresponding to the test point can be calculated. Here, only
a very brief introduction of GPR is presented, and more details can be
referred to Rasmussen andWilliams.38

In this study, we implement the GPR to collect the simulation
results, re-predict the whole value space, and obtain the next parameter
set with the highest uncertainty.

D. Iteration process

The main process of the coupled methods is illustrated in Fig. 2.
In general, the overall iterative process consists of two parts. One is for
the hydrodynamic algorithm, and the other is for the prediction part
of the GPR algorithm. In detail, each iteration has four steps. First, the
data model and the simulation environment are established according
to the input parameters. To deal with the diverse parameter space, we
design a dynamic flow field computational domain and a parametric
auto-generated simulation process to couple with the GPR process.
Second, once the CFD environment is set up, a fast hydrodynamic
solution starts using the BDIM solver, and the outputs are obtained.
Third, after adding the new data to the GPR model, the updated train-
ing set is used to re-predict the overall space and get the variation of
the prediction space to analyze the data in multiple dimensions.
Finally, the convergence of the iterations is evaluated by the relative
error between two adjacent processes. Till the error converges, the
parameter set for a new simulation round would be given according to
the maximum variation point. When the average error is less than the
threshold, the training is considered completed, and the final result is
obtained. In the context of the obtained GPR prediction model, the

FIG. 2. The iteration process of the present study. The dashed box on the left represents the CFD algorithm procedure. After receiving the parameter set selected from the pre-
vious iteration, a solver is generated, and the corresponding result is calculated. The algorithm then passes the results to the GPR algorithm in the dashed box on the right,
which uses all the existing data to predict, validate the parameter space, and select the parameter combination for the next iteration.
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results from CFD and GPR prediction are compared as shown in
Appendix B, from which it can be observed that the predictions gener-
ated by the GPR model exhibit a high level of accuracy across the
entire parameter space and effectively capture the variations in individ-
ual parameters.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. Results of GPR process

The evolution of the relative error between two steps as iterations
proceed is presented in Fig. 3. We compare the prediction space with
the results of the previous cycle, and the output relative error as shown
in Fig. 3 converges rapidly after hundreds of iterations. The subfigures
alongside the main error plot represent the three-dimensional contour
plots of efficiency, setting d̂ ¼ 1:0. The efficiency value prediction
spaces in different iterations are displayed to explore the effect of the
foil pair arrangement on the overall efficiency. Each plot shows the
results of different iteration steps, from 30, 100, 200, 400, 600 to 1000.
As the efficiency (g) prediction in the parameter space proceeds, it can
be observed that the isosurface of high efficiency (g > 0:2) folds up,
which indicates that the best overall efficiency is located at appropri-
ately large rather than maximal hM and St values.

B. Parameter set discussion

1. CT prediction results

In the analysis of the four-dimensional parameter space predic-
tion results of CT and g, it is obvious that among the four input param-
eters, hM, u, and St have complex coupling relationships, while the
effect of d̂ on the overall flow field of the foil pair is monotonic. That is
to say, as the foils approach or rather d̂ decreases, the effect of the par-
allel foil pair locomotion will be enhanced continuously. Due to the
limitation of only three dimensions being presented in figures, we set
d̂ ¼ 1:0 when analyzing the flow field in detail and interpret the

FIG. 3. The GPR prediction results evolve with the iterations. The results are plotted according to different iteration numbers 30, 100, 200, 400, 600, and 1000.

ALGORITHM 1: GPR for side-by-side flapping foils.

Input: flapping foil-pair parameters hM ;u; St; d̂
Output: output CT1;CT2;CTall ;g1; g2; gall
1 for iteration i do
2 Obtain Xi ¼ fhM ;u; St; d̂g from initialization or results of iter-

ation i-1
3 Generate new foil pairs and BDIM solver environment
4 Obtain Yi(Ct or g) in CFD solver
5 Predict Y and VarY in whole parameter space based on all pre-

vious fX1…Xi;Y1…Yig
6 Validation of prediction space
7 if Validation passed then
8 Prediction result output
9 Iteration stop
10 else
11 Select new Xiþ1 with largest VarY for (iþ 1)th iteration
12 end
13 end
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complex correlation between the remaining three parameters. In sub-
plot (a) in Fig. 4, we also present the 3D distributions of CT and g
under the maximum and minimum distances. It can be seen that the
effect and trend are consistent, while the numerical values are slightly
different.

a. Overall analyze. The predicted values of the overall CT parame-
ter space are shown in subplot (a) in Fig. 4. Since d̂ has monotonic
effects on the performance of the foil pair, we focus on describing the
other three parameters. In this example, we will analyze the case for
d̂ ¼ 1:0, and the predicted values at the maximum d̂ ¼ 1:5 and mini-
mum d̂ ¼ 0:8 are also presented. Subplots (b)–(g) are discussions of
interactions between every two parameters when the third one is fixed.
Points with characteristic properties in these subfigures are selected to
describe and analyze the flow field in subplots (b1)–(g2).

In subplots (b) and (c), we restrict the St of the motion to
explore the effects of different amplitudes and phase differences on
the motion. We select and present the 2D slices of the prediction
space, respectively, representing the foil pair propulsion performance
under small and large frequencies. In the case of low frequency (when
St< 0.3), no matter how hM and u are taken, the foil pair shows nega-
tive thrust in the flow field, which means the foils cannot move for-
ward in the flow field by swinging. Such negative thrust generally
increases with the amplitude hM and phase difference u increasing,

but the influence of hM accounts for the main factor. It can be inter-
preted that when the oscillating frequency is minor, the flow field is
close to a static mode, and the low Strouhal number swing is difficult
to generate the reverse Karman vortex at the tail. At the same time,
the larger inclination angle will increase the incident flow area and
then increase the resistance of the foil pair in the fluid. When the
motion frequency is of medium size, as shown in subplot (b), the
thrust generated by the swing is already evident. When hM and u are
given larger values, the optimal CT can be obtained, and it is notable
of the negative CT region (CT < �0:06) located in the middle right of
the subfigure. When the swing angle hM is small, although the thrust
generated by the swing is weak, the overall negative thrust is also
insignificant due to the small incident area; when hM is large, the
thrust generated by the swing is close to or exceeds the resistance
from the incoming flow. However, with middle hM, the foils fail to
produce appreciable hydrodynamic propulsion while receiving larger
drag from the incident flow compared to the small hM case, forming a
negative circular area in the predicted space. When the flapping fre-
quency is large, the foil pair generates thrust on almost the whole
space as long as the swing angle is not too small as shown in subplot
(c). In addition, the overall thrust of the foil pair increases with the
phase difference increasing to 180�. The mechanism of the influence
caused by phase difference will be explained in detail in the next
subsection.

FIG. 4. CT prediction results. (a) 3D distribution of the CT prediction at d̂ ¼ f1:0; 0:8; 1:5g. (b)–(g) Fix one parameter in hM, St, and u and plot the relationship between CT
with the other two parameters, (b) and (c) for St ¼ 0:58; 1:2, (d) and (e) for hM ¼ 24�; 30�, and (f) and (g) for u ¼ 0�; 180�. (b1)–(g2) The characteristic parameter combina-
tions in (b–g) are selected to reproduce and analyze corresponding flow fields. The flow fields are selected for yielding max/min CT, presenting a significant contrast between
two selections, or the generated flow field with representative characteristics.
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In subplots (d) and (e), we restrict the swing amplitude hM to
explore the effects of St and u on the thrust coefficient CT. In general,
the propulsion ability is positively correlated with St regardless of small
or large amplitudes. However, in the case of small amplitudes, all com-
binations of frequencies and phases cannot generate overall positive
thrust; in the case of large amplitudes, positive thrust can be generated
when St is above 0.3. At the same time, it can be seen from subplot (d)
that when St is small, u is positively correlated with the negative thrust.
While at large St numbers, u is correlated with the positive thrust. It
can be found that the increase in phase difference plays a role in
strengthening the overall propulsion or resistance.

In subplots (f) and (g), we restrict the phase difference u of the
foil pair to explore the effects of St and hM on CT. It can be observed
that the distributions in different u are all k-shaped. In other words,
CT generated by the middle St and small hM is close to zero, represent-
ing the lower region in subplots (f) and (g); the combination of a large
amplitude value and small frequency has a large negative thrust, and
the combination of a large amplitude value and large frequency has a
large positive thrust, which is consistent with our previous analysis.

b. Characteristic flow field analysis. Subplot (b1) shows the flow
field of the motion with hM ¼ 30� and St¼ 0.58. As shown in subplot
(b), most parameter combinations cannot generate positive thrust with
small frequencies. However, under the condition of large amplitude
and phase difference (hM ¼ 30�;u ¼ 140�), the maximum simulated
total efficiency reaches 0.08, which is consistent with the GPR

prediction value (point b1) as shown in subplot (b). Due to the phase
lead of the upper foil 2, its thrust coefficient reaches 0.12 from numeri-
cal simulations, which is much higher than that of the lower foil 1 with
a value of 0.06. The foil with phase lead will get better propulsion per-
formance and efficiency, which is universal in the whole parameter
space. The flow field of hM ¼ 20� and u ¼ 160� is shown in subplot
(b2), where the lowest thrust coefficient appears. In general, as the
swing amplitude hM continues to decrease, the resistance becomes
smaller with the decrease in the inflow area. On the other hand, when
the swing amplitude is set as a larger number, the propulsion ability of
the foils is improved.

Subplots (c1) and (c2) describe the flow field for the maximum
hM ¼ 30� and St¼ 1.2, whose generated thrust coefficients belong to
the high propulsion range. In subplot (c1), u is small, and the flow
field is more dispersed. While in subplot (c2) for u ¼ 180�, the flow
field is more concentrated. The numerical simulation outputs are also
consistent with the predicted values; the former simulated CT value is
1.46, and the latter is 1.8 with a considerable advantage.

Subplots (d1) and (d2) demonstrate the influence of St on the
flow field with hM ¼ 24� and a small phase difference. When the fre-
quency of the foil flapping is small, the flow field at the trailing edge of
the foils merges at the far end, resulting in a structure similar to a
Karman vortex street. In subplot (d2), due to the higher frequency, dis-
tinct vortex shedding occurs on both sides of the flow field, but the
flow field near the proximal end of the foil is turbulent and lacks the
jet-like structure as shown in subplot (g1) in Fig. 5 for u ¼ 180�.

FIG. 5. Prediction results of efficiency (g). (a) 3D distribution of the g prediction at different d̂ ¼ f1:0; 0:8; 1:5g. (b)–(g) Fix one of the three parameters apart from d̂ and plot
the relationship between g with the other two parameters, (b) and (c) for St ¼ 0:35; 1:2, (d) and (e) for hM ¼ 4:4�; 27�, and (f) and (g) for u ¼ 66�; 180�. (b1)–(g2) The
characteristic parameter combinations in (b)–(g) are selected to reproduce and analyze their flow fields.
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Subplots (e1) and (e2) describe simulations with the largest swing
amplitude hM ¼ 30�, while the thrust coefficients are both close to
zero. Due to the large parametric space, there is a slight error in the CT

prediction of the zero value with the actual coefficients being 0.015
and 0.059 from the numerical simulation. In subplot (e1), because of
the lower frequency, the foil pair with u ¼ 180� does not form a stable
jet-like structure, and the flow field even loses its symmetry. The
reverse Karman vortex structure can be observed in subplot (e2), while
the frequency required to obtain a positive thrust is higher than that of
u ¼ 180�.

Subplot (f1) is for hM ¼ 17�; u ¼ 0�, and St¼ 0.7. The overall
CT is 8.4� 10�4, implying the thrust and drag achieve a relatively
good balance. In this case, both the amplitude and frequency are mod-
erate, and the phase difference is zero. The flow field of the foils is
highly coupled, and an overall stable vortex structure is generated at
the far end. In subplot (f2), hM and St are relatively large, and u ¼ 0�,
resulting in a CT value of 0.9, which is much smaller than that under
the same other parameter settings with u ¼ 180�, as shown in subplot
(g). From subplot (f2), it can be observed that the generated flow field
is more divergent, and the structure in the middle is more chaotic,
resulting in energy loss.

For the maximum phase difference u ¼ 180�, two extreme
parameter combinations are selected to present, including subplot (g1)
for the minimum St and maximum hM, and subplot (g2) for the maxi-
mum St and a very small hM. The largest negative thrust coefficient is
produced by the parameter combination in case (g1). In the vorticity
field, as the foils slowly swing, the Karman vortex street is generated
due to the blocking of the incoming flow at the foil tail. With St at the
minimum value of 0.3, the swing motion is slow and can be considered
quasi-static, and the foils generate significant resistance with small
power consumed. When hM is small at 5� and St is at its maximum in
subplot (g2), the flow field of the foils does not merge due to the small
swing amplitude. In this case, the thrust coefficient is 0.002, indicating
that the propulsive effect of flapping roughly surpasses the incoming
flow resistance.

2. Efficiency(g) prediction results

As shown in the predicted thrust coefficient space in Fig. 4, the
relatively greater CT values are generated with larger parameters, and
the maximum thrust is also generated from the parameter set with all
values at upper limits of hM, St, and u. However, it is very different for
the propulsion efficiency, which can be observed in subplot (a) in
Fig. 5. With frequency and amplitude increasing, the energy consumed
by the locomotion also enlarges. When St or hM exceeds a certain
value, the propulsion efficiency starts to decrease. In fact, the two fac-
tors need to match in the appropriate value range so that maximum
propulsion efficiency(g) can be achieved. Nevertheless, the proper
combination of hM and St is also affected by u between the foils. The
latter will also significantly affect the efficiency of each and the overall
efficiency.

a. Overall analyze. In subplots (b) and (c), different St are selected
to investigate the effects of amplitude hM and phase difference u on
the foil pair efficiency. As shown in subplot (b) for St¼ 0.35, the pro-
pulsion efficiency g is negative in the entire parameter space. This is
similar to the distribution of the thrust coefficient, where the negative

thrust is generated due to the small flapping frequency. It is observed
that the propulsion efficiency g increases with hM increasing (although
still negative), which can be interpreted as an increase in thrust.
However, the negative propulsion efficiency decreases (with an
increase in the absolute value) as the phase difference increases. Note
that in subplot (d) in Fig. 4, the negative thrust increases with u
increasing; it can be inferred that energy consumption also decreases
as the phase difference increases. Although negative g is caused by the
negative CT and is not physically meaningful, we can still confirm that
increasing phase difference can enhance thrust or drag and save
energy. When St is at the maximum as shown in subplot (c), positive
CT and g are produced except for the amplitude of less than 4�. The
propulsion efficiency g reaches 0.23 around hM ¼ 20�.

In subplots (d) and (e), two different flapping amplitudes are set
to investigate the effects of frequency represented by St and phase dif-
ference u on the efficiency of the foil pair. Under the small flapping
amplitude hM ¼ 4:4�, the propulsion efficiency g is negative through-
out the parameter space, indicating the inability to generate positive
thrust. Under the large flapping amplitude hM ¼ 27�, the propulsion
efficiency g reaches its maximum value near St¼ 0.93, and the value
increases with the phase difference increasing. This also indicates that
high efficiency in the foil pair requires an appropriate amplitude and
frequency combination, while a larger phase difference generally bene-
fits the overall efficiency.

In subplots (f) and (g), the phase difference is fixed to investigate
the effects of St and hM on g. When the phase difference is small, the
propulsion efficiency g increases monotonically with St increasing in
the parameter range. The maximum propulsion efficiency g is pro-
duced when hM is around 20�. With all parameter sets with a very
small phase difference u, the propulsion efficiency g never reaches the
high efficiency value of 0.2. In contrast, high efficiency is available at
the large phase difference as shown in subplot (g) with u ¼ 180� and
a proper combination of hM and St. As shown in the upper right cor-
ner where hM and St take maximum values, the efficiency is not the
largest. The effect of amplitude and frequency is not monotonous,
while the highest propulsion efficiency g in the entire parameter space
can be achieved at an appropriate parameter combination.

b. Characteristic flow field analysis. Subplot (b1) shows the
flow field of the parameter combination with hM ¼ 5�;u ¼ 0�; and
St ¼ 0:35. Due to the small values of hM and St, and zero phase differ-
ence, the flow field of the foil pair slowly develops and merges in the
far field. However, in the near field, a Karman vortex street is visible.
The propulsion efficiency g for this simulation is �5.6 due to the very
slight locomotion and low energy consumption, while the head of the
foil overcomes large resistance, resulting in a large negative efficiency.
In subplot (b2), keeping St¼ 0.35, set the phase difference u ¼ 180�

and hM ¼ 30�. The flow field exhibits symmetry forms due to the
opposite phase of the flapping. Due to the large amplitude angle and
low frequency, a significant interval between each swing leads to a
shedding vortex in the flow field at the back. As shown in subplot (b1),
the Karman vortex structure can be seen in the wake, which is consis-
tent with the conclusion of a negative thrust.

In subplots (c1) and (c2), the phase difference u is around 135�

and St¼ 1.2. The propulsion efficiency for hM ¼ 18� is higher than
that for hM ¼ 30�. In subplot (c1), a stable flow field after the foil tails
is failed to form due to the violent motion, while a reverse Karman
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vortex structure is still visible in the vortex field. In contrast, subplot
(c2) presents a clear and regular arrangement of the reverse Karman
vortex street in the flow field, and a clear jet structure is also visible in
the middle. It is worth noting that due to the phase difference, the
upper foil with a leading phase obtains a higher efficiency in case (c1)
and case (c2). The efficiency of the upper foil in case (c2) reaches 0.23,
which is greater than the maximum foil-pair average efficiency value
in the whole parameter space.

Subplots (d1) and (d2) represent the flow fields generated by a
small amplitude and a high flapping frequency combined with differ-
ent phase differences. In both simulations, Karman vortex streets
appear after the foil, and the efficiency is less than zero. Due to the
minimal flapping amplitude, the flow fields are relatively independent,
and the efficiency is still slightly higher with the maximum phase dif-
ference, comparing the simulated result of cases (d1) and (d2).

In subplots (e1) and (e2), both the amplitude and frequency are
large, and the phase difference is 0� and 180�, respectively. It can be
seen that the flow field in subplot (e1) is relatively chaotic. However,
clear reverse Karman vortex streets appear on both sides in subplot
(e2), and a jet structure exists in the middle. In fact, the propulsion effi-
ciency of the latter case with St¼ 0.93 is 22.0%, while g ¼ 16:5% for
the former case (e1).

Subplots (f1) and (f2) represent the flow field for u ¼ 66� and
St¼ 1.2. The overall efficiency of hM ¼ 30� is lower than that of
hM ¼ 19�. In the flow field generated by the case (f1), it can be
observed that the flow fields of the two foils are coupled to each other,
and the tail of the lower foil leads to a more intensive vortex structure,
while the vortex behind the upper foil is relatively sparse.
Correspondingly, in this case, as the overall simulated efficiency
obtains a high value of 18%, the efficiency of the upper foil in the lead-
ing phase reaches 21%. In comparison, the efficiency of the lower foil
is only 16%, indicating that the phase difference significantly impacts
both the overall and individual foils.

Subplots (g1) and (g2) correspond to the flow field for the combi-
nation of large amplitude, frequency, and phase difference. When the
amplitude and frequency are both set to the maximum value, a clear
reverse Karman vortex street appears in the flow field, but the flow
field at the rear is relatively chaotic. When hM ¼ 22� and St¼ 0.98,
the propulsion efficiency is up to 21%. It can be observed that the flow
fields on both upper and lower parts are highly symmetrical, with reg-
ular reverse Karman vortex streets appearing on both sides and a clear
jet structure in the middle, as shown in subplot (g1).

C. Flow analysis based on the whole parametric space

The previous analysis found that the foil with a leading phase
always has a higher overall efficiency than the foil with a lagging phase
whatever other parameters take, and the phase difference shows a
unique influence in the general flow field. Within the same set of other
parameters, the overall efficiency of the foil pair generally increases
with the phase difference from 0� to 180�. An obvious competitive pat-
tern occurs when the phase difference is around 90�, where the effi-
ciency of one foil may be significantly reduced. In contrast, the other
foil obtains much higher efficiency than the foil flapping alone. To ana-
lyze this phenomenon more quantitatively, three characteristic phase
differences are selected according to the physical field of the foil pair
under specific combinations of frequency, amplitude, and distance
parameters.

The locomotion of the foil pair with no phase difference is illus-
trated in Fig. 6. The subplots (a)–(d) show the flow field vorticity at
t ¼ 0; T=4; T=2; 3T=4 in one period. The second four images pre-
sent the corresponding pressure field. At t¼ 0, the foils are in the equi-
librium position and swing upward together, and it is obvious that the
pressure on the upper sides is greater, as shown in subplot (e). It
should be noted that because the lower side of the upper foil is close to
the upper side of the lower foil, the absolute pressure values on the
inner sides are both smaller than the ones outside correspondingly.

At t ¼ T=2, the pressure distribution is roughly the opposite of
that of t¼ 0. At t ¼ T=4, the foil tail is tilted upward. The upper sur-
face of upper foil 2 is subjected to negative pressure, while the lower
surface is subjected to positive pressure. Thus, the foil as a whole is
subjected to a positive propulsion force. Also, it can be observed that
the lower foil 1 receives a larger thrust during the swing upward, for
having a larger positive pressure on the lower side and a smaller nega-
tive pressure on the upper side. At t ¼ 3T=4, the pressure distribution
is roughly similar but opposite to the above.

The locomotion of the foil pair in terms of the angular displace-
ment is depicted in subplot (i), from which it is observed that the foils
flap in the same sinusoidal pattern and there is no phase difference.
Subplot (j) describes the thrust generated by the two foils, with the left-
ward propulsion regarded as positive. The red line represents the lower
foil 1 data, the blue line represents the upper foil 2 data, and the yellow
line represents the data of single foil locomotion with the same hM and
St. It can be seen that the overall thrust generated by the foil pair is
positive after integrating over time, indicating that the foils receive for-
ward thrust through flapping locomotion in the incoming flow during
the entire period. At the same time, during the motion process, the foil
on the upward side of the flow direction (referring to upper foil 2 at
around t ¼ T=4 and lower foil 1 at around t ¼ 3T=4) will later reach
the maximum thrust value, but the peak value will be larger. Subplot
(k) describes the power consumed by the foils. Compared with subplot
(j), the different times of reaching peak value show that the moment of
maximum thrust generation and the moment of rapid energy con-
sumption do not actually coincide. When the foils oscillate to the bal-
anced position, the rotational speed and resistance of both foils also
reach the peak, and therefore, the power consumed is also at the maxi-
mum. It can be noted that the lower foil 1 at around t¼ 0 and upper
foil 2 at around t ¼ T=2 are subjected to greater resistance due to the
larger negative pressure on the opposite side from the rotation direc-
tion, and therefore consumed more power, which can also be con-
firmed in subplots (e), (g), and (k). The mean velocity field is shown in
subplot (l). It can be observed that the mean flow velocity in the x-
direction behind the upper and lower foils is roughly the same near the
tips, and an accelerating zone extending to the far field is shown on
both sides. In contrast, the region between the accelerating zones has a
smaller flow velocity distribution, and a reverse flow region emerges
between the trailing edges of the foils.

Figure 7 corresponds to the locomotion of the foil pair with
u ¼ 180�. The first four images describe the vorticity field at t ¼ 0;
T=4; T=2; 3T=4 in one period. The flow field exhibits strong symme-
try, with the vortices on both sides gradually diverging outward, while
a jet-like flow structure is formed in the middle. The pressure fields on
the foil pair are shown in the middle four images. The foils are closing
to each other in the equilibrium position at t¼ 0, and it is noted that
the pressure on the inner sides is high. In comparison, a clear negative
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pressure can be observed on the inner sides at t ¼ T=2. As shown in
subplot (g), where the foil tails are spreading out, the pressure on the
outer sides of the two foils is positive, but the values are far less than
those on the inner sides at t¼ 0. When the two foil tails are getting
close, such pressure distributions produce thrust due to the transverse
component along the inflow direction. At t ¼ T=4 and t ¼ 3T=4, the
foils are inclined, and the downward foil surfaces are all subjected to
positive pressure, and positive propulsion is generated.

Subplot (i) shows two foils flap in a sinusoidal pattern with an
opposite phase. The thrust is presented in subplot (j), from which it is
observed that CT of each foil exhibits highly consistent. Compared
with u ¼ 0� or 90� cases, the overall thrust of the 180� system is also
more significant, as shown in subplots (j) in Figs. 6–8. Additionally,
during the flapping locomotion, there are two peaks in every period as
shown in subplot (j). The higher peak happens when the foils are
approaching in the last quarter of the period, which is consistent with
the previous pressure analysis. Similar to the thrust coefficient CT, the
power consumption of each foil is the same in the whole period and
has two different peaks as shown in subplot (k). When the foils swing
to the equilibrium position, although the rotational speed is the same,
the greater pressure difference as they approach leads to a greater force
of resistance, consuming more energy while generating greater thrust.
Subplot (l) shows the mean velocity field, which is symmetrical at the

posterior with an accelerating region extending outward. The regions
are less divergent and have a higher intensity than other cases, with a
more significant reverse flow region between the two tail flows, com-
pared with subplot (l) in Fig. 6.

Such perfectly symmetrical motion indicates that the y-direction
velocity along the centerline of the flow field is always near zero. This
distribution readily brings to mind the scenario of an airfoil vibrating
against a fixed wall. Dai et al.39 and Liang et al.40,41 have investigated
the mechanical properties of flexible and rigid airfoils vibrating near a
wall. Among these studies, flapping wings often achieve higher cruising
speeds under the influence of the wall and for the flow and vortex
induced by flapping are compressed by the wall, thereby significantly
enhancing the rearward propulsion component while increasing the
input energy. The behavior of foils near the wall indirectly corroborates
the enhancement of propulsion associated with the foil-pair oscillating
in out-of-phase motion.

Finally, we discuss the locomotion of the foil pair with phase dif-
ference u ¼ 90�. As shown in subplots (a)–(d) in Fig. 8, the flow field
loses symmetry, and the upper foil 2 has a stronger vortex than foil 1.
Subplots (e)–(h) describe the foil pair’s pressure distribution. Due to
the phase difference, the pressure change is different from the two
cases mentioned above. At t¼ 0, the upper foil having swung to the
highest point and stopped, the fast-rotating lower foil is the main

FIG. 6. The multi-physics field analysis of the foil pair when u ¼ 0�, and the other parameters are set as hM ¼ 27�, St¼ 1, and d̂ ¼ 1. (a)–(d) Vorticity field at t ¼ 0;
T=4; T=2; 3T=4 during a complete motion period. (e)–(h) Pressure distribution on the surface of the foil pair at the corresponding time. (i)–(l) Analysis of flow field data over
multiple cycles, where (i) shows the phase of the two foils over three cycles, (j) and (k) shows the change of CT and energy consumption P over time, and (l) shows the average
of the velocity field in the x-direction over three complete cycles, indicating the tail flow velocity at the rear of the two foils. The yellow lines in (j) and (k) represent the single foil
reference with the same motion parameters of hM and St.
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driving structure of the flow field. The vortex generation is similar to
the single foil swing as the foil 2 tilt upward. At t ¼ T=4, the foil 2
returns to equilibrium, while the lower foil 1 is at its highest point. The
two foils are close to each other, and the intensity of vortex generation
is also significant, resulting in an asymmetry flow field and a high pro-
pulsion efficiency. In the second half of the period from t ¼ T=2 to
t¼T, the foils move outwardly and keep a relatively large distance
from each other, so the interaction effect is not apparent.

The u ¼ 90� mode also has a distinctive impact on the overall
performance of the foil pair. Subplot (j) shows that the foil pair’s thrust
peak differs for each half period. For the upper foil 2, it is about to start
swinging down at t¼ 0 from hM to �hM till t ¼ T=2, while the lower
foil 1 is swinging up at the maximum speed, forming a flow field simi-
lar to the case of phase difference u ¼ 180�. In the second half period,
from t ¼ T=2 to t¼T, foil 2 swings back from �hM to hM, while foil
1 swings in the remote lower half area. Therefore, the generated thrust
is weaker than in the former half period. However, for the lower foil 1,
during its upstroke (specifically from the current 3T=4 to the next
T=4), the foil 2 is in the remote upper half area, unable to form an
effective jet mode, while consuming more energy. Around t ¼ T=4,
foil 2 swings down and takes advantage of the tail flow generated by
the foil 1, resulting in higher efficiency. The velocity field in subplot (l)
also implies the overall efficiency distribution. The average velocity of

the upper tail flow is higher than that of the lower tail flow, showing
that foil 2 generates a greater thrust in the overall flapping period.
Considering that the side-by-side foil pairs have the same motion
parameters except for the phase difference, it is remarkable that the
lagging foil sacrifices for the leading foil.

IV. CONCLUSION

This study proposes an optimization approach based on the
Gaussian process regression algorithm and a fast, robust BDIM fluid
mechanics algorithm to optimize and globally predict hydrodynamic
performance of a side-by-side flapping foil pair. Through about 103

iterations of experiments, we obtain the prediction of 204 parameter
combinations, and the results agree with those from numerical simu-
lations. The flow field characteristics and propulsion performance of
different parameter combinations are compared by controlling four
variables (d̂ ; hM ;u; St), and it is found that there exist complex cou-
pling relationships among the flapping amplitude, frequency, and
phase difference. The distance decrease in the foil pair actually
enhances the hydrodynamic interaction. In addition, it is found that
the phase difference of the foil pair significantly affects the propul-
sion efficiency compared with the single flapping foil. In general,
the overall propulsion efficiency increases continuously with the
phase difference from 0� to 180�. Interestingly, in addition to the

FIG. 7. The multi-physics field analysis of the foil pair when u ¼ 180�, and the other parameters are set as hM ¼ 27�, St¼ 1, d̂ ¼ 1. (a)–(d) Vorticity field at t ¼ 0;
1=4T; 1=2T; 3=4T during a complete motion period. (e)–(h) Pressure distribution on the surface of the foil pair at the corresponding time. (i)–(l) Analysis of flow field data over
multiple cycles, where (i) shows the phase of the two foils over three cycles, (j) and (k) shows the change of CT and energy consumption P over time, and (l) shows the average
of the velocity field in the x-direction over three complete cycles. The result of the u ¼ 180� case presents the optimal fluid performance in terms of both thrust and efficiency.
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symmetrical locomotion at in-phase and anti-phase (specifically, the
flow fields are symmetrical in time at t¼ 0 and t ¼ T=2 for u ¼ 0�,
and are symmetrical in space for u ¼ 180�), when the phase dif-
ference is close to 90�, the foil with phase lead will obtain greater
efficiency. Meanwhile, the efficiency of the phase-lagged foil is signif-
icantly lower than the overall efficiency, even lower than the corre-
sponding value of the single foil with the same locomotion parameters.
For this competition mode, a detailed hydrodynamic analysis is con-
ducted to further explore reasons for efficiency differences caused by
the phase difference.

The foils in this study are placed in a parallel configuration. Even
under such simplified conditions, complex effects between essential
parameters and their coupling impacts can still be observed. Given
that the rapid parameter-space prediction method is accomplished
through a relatively small dataset, it is believed that the application of
GPR has great potential in higher-dimensional parameter spaces.
Meanwhile, competitive or sacrificial motion patterns also widely exist
in the actual operation of fish or bionic underwater vehicles. By alter-
ing the phase difference and adopting more complex posture settings,
we may better understand the mechanism of fish schooling.
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FIG. 8. The multi-physics field analysis of the foil pair when u ¼ 90�, and the other parameters are set as hM ¼ 27�; St ¼ 1; and d̂ ¼ 1. (a)–(d) Vorticity field at t ¼ 0;
T=4; T=2; 3T=4 during a complete motion period. (e)–(h) Pressure distribution on the surface of the foil pair at the corresponding time. (i)–(l) Analysis of flow field data over
multiple cycles, where (i) shows the phase of the two foils over three cycles, (j) and (k) shows the change of CT and energy consumption P over time, and (l) shows the average
of the velocity field in the x-direction over three complete cycles. The result of the u ¼ 90� case shows asymmetry in different aspects.
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APPENDIX A: VALIDATION OF THE BDIM ALGORITHM

To validate the accuracy of BDIM and assess the grid con-
vergence, a comparative study based on the work of Deng et al.42

is conducted. We configured cases with parameters identical to
those presented in the previous study, which involved a
NACA0015 foil in a flow field at Re¼ 12 000. The foil rotates
about its center of mass located at 0.25 chord length from the
leading edge, with a maximum rotation angle of 2�. Different
reduced frequencies k varying from 0 to 8 were selected. (It is
noting that the k defined by Deng et al. satisfies the relationship
k ¼ St � p as used in this study.) We considered three grid resolu-
tions: 16 (meaning 16 grid points within one chord length), 32,
and 64, to calculate the steady-state average thrust coefficient CT,
as shown in Fig. 9.

The results indicate that the BDIM algorithm exhibits a
good convergence, and it closely matches the reference literature
for small k. However, for k values greater than 6, low-resolution
simulations begin to deviate significantly from the reference
results. This outcome is expected, as higher-frequency flapping
requires finer grid resolution to accurately capture the flow near
the rapidly moving tail. It is worth noting that the frequency
range of interest in this study corresponds to St ¼ ð0:3; 1:2Þ, with
reduced frequencies k all below 4. Within this range, the results
obtained with a resolution of 32 show minimal differences from
those with a higher resolution of 64. Given the high computa-
tional demands of this study, the resolution of 32 is adopted in
our large-scale simulations to meet the stringent computational
speed requirements.

APPENDIX B: COMPARISONS BETWEEN CFD RESULTS
AND GPR PREDICTION

The focus of this paper is on the global prediction of multi-
parameter coupling effects. To validate the accuracy of propulsion
performance predictions for all four parameters, we selected all four
variables and compared the actual CFD results and predictions
from the GPR model. Taking the efficiency g as an example, Figs.
10–13 show the comparative results for the four variables, with the
GPR predictions represented by solid lines and the CFD results dis-
played as circles. It can be observed that not only the prediction
shows a decent performance compared with the CFD results, but
the trends of the efficiency also align well with the predicted values
as each parameter varies. It is worth noting that the GPR algorithm

FIG. 9. The validation of the BDIM algorithm.

FIG. 10. g of foil flapping under increasing hM. Other parameters are set as follows:
u ¼ 45�; St ¼ 0:5; and d̂ ¼ 0:9525. The black line refers to the GPR prediction,
and the red dots are the CFD results.

FIG. 11. g of foil flapping under increasing u. Other parameters are set as follows:
hM ¼ 23 �; St ¼ 0:90; and d̂ ¼ 1:135. The black line refers to the GPR predic-
tion, and the red dots are the CFD results.
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tends to provide more accurate predictions near the boundaries of
the parameter space, which is related to the iterative nature of the
algorithm’s kernel functions and may be subject to optimization in
future work.
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